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FILED: NEW YORK COUNTY CLERK 07/24/2014 07:26 PM NYSCEF DOC. NO. 1



INDEX NO. 157301/2014 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 07/25/2014



SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK COUNTY OF NEW YORK WASHINGTON NATIONALS BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, Petitioner,



Index No. _____________/2014



VERIFIED PETITION TO CONFIRM ARBITRATION AWARD



-againstTCR SPORTS BROADCASTING HOLDING, LLP d/b/a MID-ATLANTIC SPORTS NETWORK, Respondent. Pursuant to Article 75 of the New York Civil Practice Law and Rules (“C.P.L.R.”), Petitioner Washington Nationals Baseball Club, LLC (the “Nationals”), by and through its undersigned counsel, respectfully submits this Verified Petition against Respondent TCR Sports Broadcasting Holding, LLP d/b/a Mid-Atlantic Sports Network (“MASN”) to confirm the Arbitration Award of the Revenue Sharing Definitions Committee (“RSDC”) of Major League Baseball, dated June 30, 2014 (the “RSDC Award” or “Award”), and alleges as follows: INTRODUCTION 1.



The RSDC Award is the result of an arbitration process agreed by the Nationals



and MASN pursuant to a March 28, 2005 Agreement with the Office of the Commissioner of Baseball d/b/a Major League Baseball (“MLB”), MASN, and the Baltimore Orioles Limited Partnership (“BOLP” or the “Orioles”) (the “Telecast Agreement”). Among other things, the Telecast Agreement resolved the manner in which the Orioles’ and Nationals’ baseball games would be telecast within several states and the District of Columbia – an area MLB had previously recognized as the Orioles’ home television territory.



Because the Orioles had



opposed the Nationals’ relocation to Washington, D.C., the agreement was structured to be



extraordinarily economically advantageous to the Orioles for the first seven years following the Nationals’ move to D.C. Among other heavily lopsided terms, the arrangement required the Nationals to license their telecast rights to MASN – in which the Orioles have a substantial majority partnership profit interest – and permitted MASN to pay the Nationals rights fees that were substantially below market from 2005 through 2011. 2.



The deal did, however, provide a critical protection to the Nationals. The express



terms of the Telecast Agreement unambiguously require that MASN must pay the Nationals “fair market value” for the Nationals’ telecast rights beginning in 2012. 3.



But when the time came to negotiate a “fair market value” of the Nationals’



telecast rights in 2012, MASN and the Nationals were unable to agree through negotiation or mediation on the “fair market value” of the Nationals’ telecast rights. Thus, pursuant to the express and unambiguous terms of the Telecast Agreement, the parties submitted their dispute to arbitration before the RSDC, a committee of Major League Baseball comprising senior owner representatives from three other Major League Baseball teams (specifically, for purposes of these proceedings, the Chief Operating Officer of the New York Mets, the President of the Pittsburgh Pirates, and the Principal Owner of the Tampa Bay Rays). The RSDC accepted voluminous submissions and expert reports from the parties and held an in-person hearing in New York in April 2012. On June 30, 2014 the RSDC issued its Award, which included a determination of the fair market value of the Nationals’ telecast rights for 2012-2016. The Award is detailed and lengthy, and demonstrates that the RSDC applied the relevant contract terms and contractually agreed methodology in reaching its decision.
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4.



The Parties agreed in their Telecast Agreement not only that an RSDC decision



would be “final and binding,” but also that it could only be challenged on the limited and narrow grounds of “corruption, fraud or miscalculation of figures,” none of which occurred here. 5.



Following issuance of the RSDC Award, MASN on July 2, 2014, initiated



proceedings by way of a “Notice with Summons,” purporting to give notice of its intent to seek to “vacate or modify” the RSDC Award in this Court. [Index No. 652044/2014] However, because a “Summons with Notice” is not the procedurally proper manner in which to commence proceedings relating to the enforcement of arbitral awards, the Nationals hereby bring this Petition to Confirm the RSDC Award as a new action, in the manner required by N.Y. C.P.L.R. Sections 7502, 304 and Chapter 4. For the reasons set forth below, the Nationals respectfully submit that this Court should confirm the RSDC Award, thereby allowing the Nationals finally to recover from MASN the “fair market value” of the Nationals’ telecast rights, which the Telecast Agreement clearly entitles the Nationals to collect. 6.



The Nationals only filed this Petition after first seeking to confirm the RSDC



Award before the Commissioner of Major League Baseball, based on the Commissioner’s directive to MASN and the Nationals, in a June 30, 2014 letter, that he would sanction either party if it commenced a litigation related to the RSDC decision. The Nationals, without waiving any rights to otherwise seek confirmation of the RSDC Award in an appropriate forum, filed their petition for confirmation with the Commissioner on July 7, 2014. Notwithstanding the directives in his June 30, 2014 letter, however, the Commissioner has not confirmed the Award, and also not imposed any sanction on MASN for having initiated this action in this Court. Under these circumstances, and with MASN refusing to pay the amounts due and owing to the Nationals under the RSDC award, the Nationals now exercise their right to have the RSDC
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Award confirmed by this Court. The RSDC proceedings took place in New York County, and MASN, in initiating an action in this Court (albeit improperly under the C.P.L.R.) has clearly consented to the jurisdiction of this Court to confirm the RSDC’s “final and binding” decision. PARTIES 7.



Petitioner the Nationals is a District of Columbia limited liability company with



its principal place of business at 1500 South Capitol Street, Washington, D.C. 20003. It owns and operates the Washington Nationals Baseball Club. 8.



Upon information and belief, Respondent MASN is a Maryland limited liability



partnership with its principal place of business at 333 W. Camden St., Baltimore, MD 21201. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 9.



This Court has subject-matter jurisdiction to hear this Petition pursuant to



C.P.L.R. §§ 7501 and 7510. 10.



MASN has consented to the personal jurisdiction of this Court by agreeing to



arbitration before the RSDC in New York, New York. See, e.g., Zurich Ins. Co. v. R. Elec., 5 A.D.3d 338, 339 (1st Dep’t 2004); Merrill Lynch Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc. v. Lecopulos, 553 F.2d 842, 844 (2d Cir. 1977); accord Doctor’s Assocs. v. Stuart, 85 F.3d 975, 983 (2d Cir. 1996) (“A party who agrees to arbitrate in a particular jurisdiction consents not only to personal jurisdiction but also to venue of the courts within that jurisdiction.”). 11.



In addition, MASN is estopped from challenging the jurisdiction of this Court



because it initiated proceedings in this Court purporting to seek to vacate the RSDC Award in an action captioned TCR Sports Broadcasting Holding LLP v. WN Partner LLC, et al., Index No. 652055/2014. 12.



Venue is properly in this County pursuant to C.P.L.R. § 7502, because the



arbitration proceedings were held in New York, New York. 4



FACTS The 2005 Telecast Agreement 13.



In December 2004, the member clubs of the MLB approved the relocation of the



Montreal Expos baseball club to Washington, D.C., over the Orioles’ sole dissent. At the time the Nationals moved to Washington, D.C., the Baltimore Orioles baseball club’s home television territory included the entire states of Maryland, Virginia and Delaware, and the District of Columbia, as well as certain counties in West Virginia, Pennsylvania, and North Carolina (the “Television Territory”).



Orioles games were broadcast within the Television Territory by



MASN. 14.



On March 28, 2005, the Nationals, the MLB, BOLP, and MASN entered into the



Telecast Agreement in order to provide for the presentation and telecast of Nationals’ baseball games within the Television Territory along with Orioles’ baseball games, and to resolve certain other issues. Under the Telecast Agreement, MASN was granted the sole and exclusive right and obligation to telecast all available Nationals and Orioles games. A true and correct copy of the Telecast Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 15.



Subsection 2.G of the Telecast Agreement sets forth MASN’s obligation to pay



both the Nationals and the Orioles fees for the right to telecast their games within the Television Territory, and specifies the amounts that each team shall be paid for its telecast rights from 2005 through 2011. Under the contract, the Nationals were to be paid rights fees of only $20 million per year for 2005 and 2006. Beginning in 2007, the Nationals’ rights fees increased marginally by year to a high of $29 million in 2011. Upon information and belief, it was understood by all parties at the time the Telecast Agreement was entered that these annual rights fees that MASN was required to pay the Nationals for the 2005-2011 time period were set substantially below
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market value, thus yielding a substantial windfall to BOLP, as the owner of the substantial majority of the partnership profit interests in MASN. 16.



Under Subsection 2.I of the Telecast Agreement, the parties agreed that rights fees



to be paid to the Nationals and the Orioles from 2012 forward would be based on the fair market value of each team’s telecast rights: Future Rights Fees Determination: After 2011, and for each successive five year period, the Orioles, the Nationals and [MASN] first shall negotiate in good faith using the most recent information available which is capable of verification to establish the fair market value of the telecast rights licensed to [MASN] for the following five year period. 17.



In the event that the parties are not able to agree to a fair market value for telecast



rights under Subsection 2.I, Subsection 2.J of the Telecast Agreement sets forth a required procedure for determining appropriate rights fees: Rights Fees Dispute Resolution Mechanism: For any dispute regarding the determination of rights fees pursuant to Subsection 2.I, the dispute resolution mechanism shall be as follows: 2.J.1 Mandatory Negotiation Period: In the event that the Nationals and [MASN], or the Orioles and [MASN], are unable to agree on the fair market value of their respective rights within thirty (30) days or a mutually-agreed upon longer period of time (the “Negotiation Period”), the relevant parties shall follow the procedures set forth in this Subsection to establish the fair market value of the rights licensed to [MASN] (the “Rights”). 2.J.2. Mediation: In the event the Nationals and [MASN] are unable to timely establish the fair market value of the Rights by negotiation as set forth above, then the parties agree to enter into a non-binding mediation. The mediation shall be held at a mutually agreeable place and shall be conducted under the auspices of the American Arbitration Association or JAMS. 2.J.3. Appeal: In the event that the Nationals and/or the Orioles and [MASN] are unable to timely establish the fair market value of the Rights by negotiation and/or mediation as set forth above, then the fair market value of the Rights shall be determined by the
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Revenue Sharing Definitions Committee (“RSDC”) using the RSDC’s established methodology for evaluating all other related party telecast agreements in the industry. The fair market value of the rights established pursuant to this Subsection for the relevant five year period, or such shorter time as may be agreed to by the parties, shall be final and binding on the Nationals and [MASN], and the Nationals and [MASN] may seek to vacate or modify such fair market valuation as established by the RSDC only on the grounds of corruption, fraud or miscalculation of figures. Beginning in 2007, the Orioles and the Nationals shall be paid the same rights fees by [MASN]. 18.



Subsection 11.B of the Telecast Agreement provides that the Agreement



constitutes the entire agreement between the contracting parties: Entire Agreement: This Agreement, and the terms contained herein, constitute the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matters herein and supersede all other oral and written understandings or agreements relating to the subject matters contained herein. The 2012 RSDC Arbitration 19.



Pursuant to Subsections 2.I and 2.J.1 of the Telecast Agreement, the Nationals,



the Orioles and MASN attempted to negotiate a fair market value for the Nationals’ telecast rights for the five-year period beginning in 2012. The parties were unable to timely establish the fair market value of the rights licensed to MASN by negotiation, and waived their rights to mediation under Subsection 2.J.2. 20.



Pursuant to the above-referenced arbitration agreement in Subsection 2.J.3 of the



Telecast Agreement, the Nationals and MASN appealed to the RSDC for a determination of the fair market value of the Nationals’ telecast rights for the five-year period beginning in 2012. All interested parties – the Nationals, the Orioles, and MASN – recognized the RSDC’s authority to arbitrate the dispute.
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21.



For purposes of this dispute, the RSDC was comprised of the Chief Operating



Officer of the New York Mets, the President of the Pittsburgh Pirates, and the Principal Owner of the Tampa Bay Rays. 22.



Before the RSDC, the Nationals and MASN presented their respective positions



on the fair market value of the Nationals’ telecast rights. Both parties made voluminous written submissions to the RSDC, including expert reports. The Nationals argued that, employing the established methodology of the RSDC for determining fair market value of related party telecast agreements in the industry, the fair market value of the Nationals’ telecast rights for the 20122016 period would be not less than $118 million per year. In contrast, MASN argued for a substantially lower rights fee determination, which would require annual rights fee payments from MASN to the Nationals of approximately $34 million per year. 23.



The RSDC held a hearing to determine the fair market value of the Nationals’



telecast rights on April 3, 2013, in New York, New York. In addition, the RSDC provided each party with the opportunity to rebut the arguments asserted by the other parties. 24.



At all times during the RSDC arbitration, the Nationals and MASN were



represented by counsel. The Arbitration Award 25.



On June 30, 2014, the RSDC released its 20-page written Award. A true and



correct copy of the RSDC Award is attached to this Petition as Exhibit B. 26.



Pursuant to Subsection 2.J.3 of the Telecast Agreement, the RSDC Award is



“final and binding on the Nationals and [MASN].” 27.



The RSDC Award summarizes the RSDC’s established methodology for



evaluating related party telecast agreements and specific past applications of that methodology, carefully applies that methodology to the dispute concerning the fair market value of the 8



Nationals’ rights fees, and concludes that the fair market values of the Nationals’ telecast rights fees for 2012-2016 are as follows: 2012: $53,170,018 2013: $56,253,879 2014: $59,347,843 2015: $62,611,974 2016: $66,744,364. 28.



The RSDC Award was transmitted to the parties by letter, dated June 30, 2014,



from the Commissioner of Major League Baseball, Allan H. “Bud” Selig (the “Commissioner’s June 30 Letter”). In that letter, the Commissioner noted that, pursuant to Subsection 2.J.3 of the Telecast Agreement, the RSDC Award is “final and binding” on the Nationals and MASN. The Commissioner’s June 30 Letter also advised the parties that “nothing in the [Telecast Agreement] authorizes the parties to file any lawsuit [with regard to the RSDC Decision]” and that “[l]itigation in the courts is expressly prohibited by Article VI of the Major League Constitution.” A true and correct copy of the Commissioner’s June 30 Letter is attached to this Petition as Exhibit C. Necessity of Confirmation of the Arbitration Award 29.



Prior to the release of the RSDC Award, MASN between April 2012 and June



2014 made rights fee payments to the Nationals at levels far below the fair market value of the Nationals’ telecast rights as determined in the RSDC Award. Specifically, in the absence of the RSDC Award, MASN made rights fee payments to the Nationals of $33,985,063 for 2012 and $36,629,333 for 2013. The payments made to the Nationals by MASN in 2012 and 2013 are tens of millions of dollars less than the fair market value for those years as determined by the RSDC. In addition, notwithstanding the Nationals’ repeated demands for payment at levels representing 9



fair market value, MASN paid quarterly installments in April and June of 2014 of $9,818,358.50 according to the $29 million fee terms provided for 2011.



These installments are each



$5,018,602.25 less than the fair market value for 2014 ($14,836,960.75 per quarterly installment, or $59,347,843 annually) as determined by the RSDC. 30.



To date, MASN has refused to supplement its earlier payments so that its total



payments to the Nationals for 2012-2014 are equivalent to the fair market value for the Nationals’ telecast rights as determined by the RSDC Award. Rather, MASN has repeatedly represented to the Nationals that it will not voluntarily pay the Nationals the fair market value of the Nationals telecast rights, as determined by the RSDC Award. 31.



Indeed, on June 30, 2014, MASN sent a letter to the Nationals disputing that the



RSDC Award is “final and binding” on MASN and suggesting that MASN and/or the Orioles would seek to challenge the RSDC’s determination (“MASN’s June 30 Letter”). A true and correct copy of MASN’s June 30 Letter is attached to this Petition as Exhibit D. 32.



The Nationals in turn sent correspondence to MASN on July 1 and July 3 advising



MASN of, among other things, its obligation to pay the Nationals rights fees in the amounts that the RSDC Award determined to represent fair market value for the Nationals’ telecast rights. True and correct copies of the Nationals’ July 1 and July 3 Letter are attached to this Petition as Exhibits E & F, respectively. 33.



Rather than honoring the RSDC’s Award (and indeed, in direct contravention of



the Commissioner’s instruction in the Commissioner’s June 30 Letter that the parties refrain from any litigation with regard to the RSDC Award), MASN on July 2, 2014, initiated a for the apparent purpose of further delaying MASN’s payment of the fair market value of the Nationals’ telecast rights fees. Although MASN represented to counsel for the Nationals after the fact that
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MASN had “filed a petition in the Commercial Division, Supreme Court of New York, New York County to vacate or modify the RSDC’s decision,” in fact, the docket in Index No. 652044/2014 reveals that MASN has not filed any such petition. Rather, MASN has filed only two documents, each labeled a “Summons with Notice.” Specifically, on July 2, 2014, MASN filed a Summons with Notice directed to the Washington Nationals Baseball Club, LLC, WN Partner, LLC, Nine Sports Holding, LLC, and the Office of Commissioner of Baseball. (Dkt. 1). On July 7, 2014, MASN filed a Supplemental Summons with Notice that added Allan H. “Bud” Selig, as Commissioner of Major League Baseball, as an additional Respondent. (Dkt. 2). Both Summonses with Notice contain the following Notice: Notice: The nature of this action is a petition to vacate or modify, under all applicable grounds including pursuant to the Federal Arbitration Act, State arbitration acts and any applicable agreements, an arbitration award issued by the Revenue Sharing Definitions Committee of Major League Baseball dated June 30, 2014. The relief sought is to vacate or modify an arbitration award issued by the Revenue Sharing Definitions Committee of Major League Baseball dated June 30, 2014. Neither Summons with Notice has been served upon the Nationals. 34.



While MASN claims that “[t]he nature of [its] action is a petition to vacate or



modify” the RSDC Award, MASN’s bare Summons with Notice is a legally deficient mechanism for challenging an arbitration award. Under the C.P.L.R., applications to vacate arbitral awards must be brought by “special proceeding,” which requires, at a minimum, the filing of a Petition to Vacate, to be accompanied or followed by a Notice of Petition and supporting affidavits, if any. See N.Y. C.P.L.R. §§ 7502 (“A special proceeding shall be used to bring before a court the first application arising out of an arbitrable controversy which is not made in a pending action.”) (emphasis added); McKinney’s commentary on C.P.L.R. § 7502
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(this requirement “ensure[s] that arbitration-related disputes are resolved in a relatively expeditious manner”); 304 (“A special proceeding is commenced by filing a petition in accordance with rule twenty-one hundred two of this chapter.”); see also N.Y. C.P.L.R. §§ 403 & 306-b (setting forth further procedures for proper service of the petition, notice of petition and any supporting affidavits in special proceedings); MRC Receivables Corp. v. Taylor, 57 A.D.3d 1000, 1001, 871 N.Y.S.2d 293 (1st Dep’t 2008) (“A special proceeding is commenced by the filing of a petition....”) (citing cases). 35.



A “Summons with Notice,” of the type MASN filed in Index No. 652044/2014, is



used to commence an ordinary action, not a special proceeding. See id. at § 7502(a) (“An action is commenced by filing a summons and complaint or summons with notice in accordance with rule twenty-one hundred two of this chapter.”). 36.



To date, MASN has not filed or served any Petition, Notice of Petition, supporting



affidavits, Request for Judicial Intervention in Index No. 652044/2014. Nor has MASN served the Nationals with the Summonses with Notice in that action. 37.



In addition, MASN’s Summonses name a series of parties that appear unnecessary



to MASN’s purported effort to vacate the RSDC Award. Specifically, MASN’s Supplemental Summons with Notice names four parties in addition to the Nationals – WN Partner, LLC, Nine Sports Holding, LLC, the Office of the Commissioner of Major League Baseball, and Allan H. “Bud” Selig, as the Commissioner of Major League Baseball. Other than the Washington Nationals, none of these persons or entities are proper parties to a proceeding for confirmation or vacatur of the RSDC Award, because none but the Washington Nationals were party to the underlying arbitration. The “only proper parties to a judicial action are the parties to the arbitration proceeding.” Thomas H. Oemke, Appealing Adverse Arbitration Awards, 94 AM.
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JUR. TRIALS 211 (2004). Moreover, WN Partner, LLC, and Nine Sports Holdings, LLC are also not parties to the Telecast Agreement, which contains the arbitration clause on which the arbitration and this proceeding are based. 38.



Given that MASN had not served the Nationals with process in the action it filed



bearing Index No. 652044/2014, and the Commissioner’s instruction that the parties should refrain from litigating any disputes arising from the RSDC Award, the Nationals initially sought relief directly from the Commissioner when confronted with MASN’s refusal to pay voluntarily the amounts required by the RSDC Award. Thus, on July 7, 2014, the Nationals submitted a Petition to the Commissioner of Major League Baseball in which the Nationals requested, inter alia, that the Commissioner confirm the RSDC Award and order MASN to pay promptly to the Nationals the amounts presently due and owing under the Award.



In the alternative, the



Nationals requested that the Commissioner act in his capacity as arbitrator, as provided in Section 8.B of the Telecast Agreement, to confirm and enforce the RSDC Award. A true and correct copy of the Nationals’ Petition to the Commissioner is attached to this Petition as Exhibit G. 39.



On July 8, 2014, MASN sent the Commissioner a letter in opposition to the



Nationals’ Petition, in which MASN argued that the Commissioner is without authority to confirm the RSDC Award and that, instead, MASN is entitled to have the RSDC Award reviewed by a court of law (“MASN’s July 8 Letter”). A true and correct copy of MASN’s July 8 Letter is attached to this Petition as Exhibit H. 40.



The Nationals submitted a Reply in support of its Petition on July 9, 2014, in



which the Nationals made clear, among other things, that the Nationals had directed the Petition to the Commissioner based on the Commissioner’s advice to the parties that the Major League
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Constitution precludes the parties from taking any action in the courts related to the RSDC Award (the “Nationals Reply”). A true and correct copy of the Nationals’ Reply is attached to this Petition as Exhibit I. 41.



Having received no response from the Commissioner to the Nationals’ Petition,



on July 18, 2014 (the “Nationals’ July 18 Letter”), the Nationals sent a letter to the Commissioner which stated, in relevant part: It has now been 10 days since the submission of the Nationals' petition, yet the Commissioner has taken no action to confirm the award. Nor has the Commissioner taken any action against MASN, which commenced a New York State court proceeding – notwithstanding the Commissioner's warning, in his June 30, 2014 Letter, that he would impose sanctions if MASN or the Nationals brought litigation relating to the RSDC decision. The Nationals can only conclude from the current circumstances that the Commissioner does not intend to make any prompt determination to confirm the RSDC decision, and that the Commissioner does not intend to follow through on the assertions in his June 30 Letter regarding litigation related to the RSDC decision. The Nationals, however, are entitled to pursue a prompt confirmation of the decision, and MASN may not properly avoid its obligations under that decision through delay tactics. 42.



To date, the Commissioner has failed to confirm the arbitration award, and also



has failed to impose any sanction on MASN for having initiated this action. It now appears clear that the Commissioner does not intend to make any prompt determination with respect to confirming the RSDC decision, and that the Commissioner does not intend to follow through on the assertions in his June 30 Letter regarding litigation related to the RSDC decision. 43.



The Nationals thus now exercise their right to bring the present Verified Petition



to Confirm the RSDC Award. To ensure that the parties’ dispute over enforcement of the RSDC Award will be heard in a jurisdictionally and procedurally appropriate manner consistent with the governing provisions of the C.P.L.R., rather than filing a motion in opposition to MASN’s
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defective “Summons with Notice” in Index No. 652044/2014, the Nationals have instead commenced a new proceeding by filing this Verified Petition, together with a Notice of Verified Petition, as required by C.P.L.R. §§ 7502, 304 and 403. AUTHORITY FOR CONFIRMATION OF THE ARBITRATION AWARD 44.



C.P.L.R. § 7510 provides that “[t]he court shall confirm an award upon



application of a party made within one year after its delivery to him, unless the award is vacated or modified upon a ground specified in section 7511.” (emphasis added). In addition, the parties agreed pursuant to Section 2.J.3 of the Telecast Agreement that the fair market value of the Nationals’ telecast rights as established by the RSDC, shall be “final and binding” on the Nationals and MASN, and the Nationals and MASN may seek to vacate or modify such fair market valuation as established by the RSDC “only on the grounds of corruption, fraud or miscalculation of figures.” C.P.L.R. § 7514 further provides that a “judgment shall be entered upon the confirmation of an award.” 45.



The RSDC Award has not been vacated or modified upon any of the grounds set



forth by N.Y. C.P.L.R. § 7511. Nor, upon information and belief, do any grounds for vacatur or modification of the RSDC Award exist. Indeed, “[a]n arbitration award must be upheld where the arbitrator offers even a barely colorable justification for the outcome reached.” Wien & Malkin LLP v. Helmsley-Spear, Inc., 6 N.Y.3d 471 (2006) (“[W]e have stated time and again that an arbitrator’s award should not be vacated for errors of law and fact committed by the arbitrator and the courts should not assume the role of overseers to mold the award to confirm to their sense of justice.”). 46.



This petition is timely because it is filed within one year after the issuance of the



RSDC Award.
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47.



There has been no prior request for this or any similar relief from this or any other



court of competent jurisdiction, except that MASN improperly commenced an action at Index No. 652044/2014 wherein the Nationals have not been served and intend to move to dismiss the action.1 PRAYER FOR RELIEF Petitioner prays that: a.



This Court issue an order confirming the Arbitration Award of the RSDC,



as authorized under New York C.P.L.R. § 7510; b.



This Court direct the entry of a judgment that conforms to the Arbitration



Award of the RSDC pursuant to New York C.P.L.R. § 7514; c.



This Court award the Nationals their attorneys fees and costs incurred in



this proceeding; and d.



This Court award any and all other relief that the Court deems just and



proper.



1



The Nationals attempted to file this Petition to Confirm the RSDC Award in the action at Index No. 652044/2014, but counsel for the Nationals were advised by the County Clerk’s office that this Petition should be filed as its own action and the Nationals are withdrawing that filing.
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DATED: New York, New York July 24, 2014



Respectfully submitted, QUINN EMANUEL URQUHART & SULLIVAN, LLP



By Stephen R. Neuwirth [email protected] Julia J. Peck j [email protected] Jennifer D. Bishop j enniferbi shop@quinnemanuel. com 51 Madison Avenue, 22' d Floor, New York, New York 10010-1601 (212) 849-7000 Attorneys for Petitioner Washington Nationals Baseball Club, LLC
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK COUNTY OF NEW YORK WASHINGTON NATIONALS BASEBALL CLUB, LLC,



Index No.



/2014



Petitioner,



CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY -againstTCR SPORTS BROADCASTING HOLDING, LLP d/b/a MID-ATLANTIC SPORTS NETWORK, Respondent. I, TYLER WHITMER, declare as follows: 1.



I am an attorney admitted to practice in California. I reside in New York,



2.



I am fully acquainted with the laws of California pertaining to the taking



New York.



of oaths and affirmations. 3.



I make this declaration pursuant to N.Y. C.P.L.R. § 2309 to certify that the



attached Verified Petition and Verification of Ed Cohen was sworn to before C.F. Harrington, a notary public or other officer, in a manner prescribed by the laws of California, and that it duly conforms with all such laws and is in all respects valid and effective in California. 4.



I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.



Executed in New York, New York on the 24th day of July, 2014



1



Ty r



itmer



CA SBN: 248192
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